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Start Earning

$100 in 20 Minutes
& $500 Every Day!
Without having any website or a product!

(Using Clickbank)
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Disclaimer
The information presented herein represents the views of the author as of the date of
publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author reserves the rights to
alter and update his opinions based on the new conditions. This manual is for informational
purposes only and the author does not accept any responsibilities for any liabilities resulting
from the use of this information. While every attempt has been made to verify the information
provided here, the author and his referrals cannot assume any responsibility for errors,
inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional.
This publication is not intended for use as any source of advice such as legal,
medical, or accounting. The publisher wants to stress that the information contained herein may
be subject to varying international, federal, state, and/or local laws or regulations. The
purchaser or reader of this publication assumes responsibility for the use of these materials and
information. Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations, including international, federal,
state and local governing professional licensing, business practices, advertising, and all other
aspects of doing business in the EU, US, Canada or any other jurisdiction is the sole
responsibility of the purchaser or reader. Neither the author nor the publisher assume any
responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of the purchaser or reader of these materials.
Any perceived slight of any individual or organization is purely unintentional.
This book is for personal use only. It should serve as a reference only with no
guarantee to any personal or financial gains. Results from usage of materials described in this
book may vary. By reading this material, you agree that the author is not liable on any
consequences arising from usage of this book.
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Important Information From The Author
Dear reader, I am using this method of making money from last 3 years and it is working great
for me. There was not

even a single day when I did not make money through this method.

To give true value to my readers, I check the working of this method regularly on new Facebook
accounts on regular intervals. To ensure that this method is working perfectly in the year 2020 I
checked the authenticity of this method today itself (i.e. on

11th March 2020), I followed this

method in a step by step manner and I found it working perfectly & flawlessly. I applied it on a
totally new Facebook account which I made just TWO DAYS ago i.e. on

09th March 2020. I

added friends using the strategy mentioned in this PDF and you will not believe, but it is true,
that within 20 minutes I was making money after setting up everything. Now, I am making
$500 a day regularly from Clickbank by monetizing Facebook traffic. To give you latest
perspective and analysis, I took screenshots (traffic & income proofs) of my regular Facebook
account and Clickbank account today (i.e. on

11th March 2020)

and inserted them in this

PDF. You can check those screenshots, learn this strategy and can simply copy this blueprint
on your own Facebook account and start making money within few hours.

One more thing that I want to add is that Facebook makes only minor changes in
the interface of its website after every few months, so you should not worry about the changes
that Facebook makes. You should apply this method without any hesitation and if you follow it in
step by step manner, then I am sure that you will start making money
because you will just need a new Facebook account to start.

within 20 minutes

You can make $60-$100

within 20 minutes after you have setup everything!

Moreover, you will be making

$500 a day within just 4 weeks and it is my personal guarantee!
-Adam Miller
admin@fbwealthformula.com
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You Are Reading The Latest Edition
of Facebook Wealth Formula!
At present you are reading March 2020 (FULLY UPDATED EDITION). To make
sure that you are reading the latest edition of Facebook Wealth Formula, please
visit this link to know which latest edition is available on our website. You can
check for the latest edition and can download it free of cost from the below link.

Check Latest Edition: https://www.fbwealthformula.com/dl/dlpages.php
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This Method Is Working Perfectly – Check Yourself
For the convenience of my readers, I check and implement this method
regularly on fresh Facebook accounts and keep verifying the working of this
method on regular intervals. You can also confirm that I checked it just 2
days back and found that this method is working perfectly and is earning a
lot of money for the users. Click on this link to check the results I got just 2
days back. This link will show you the date of last verification and will tell
you how perfectly this method is working.
Check here --->>> https://www.fbwealthformula.com/checknow/verify.php
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Know Your Rights!
You have got one of the very few review copies available free of cost on my website
while other users had to pay $97.00 to secure a copy but I want to give you the same
rights that are available to the paid customers. To give you the full value of your time
and money I am offering you the following rights on this e-book. You can do the
following with this PDF.
Share it on social networking

Sell this report at any price on

websites like Facebook, Twitter etc.

websites like Tradebit, E-junkie etc.

Give it away to your subscribers.

Distribute it free of cost.

Share it on internet marketing
forums like WarriorForum.com
Distribute it like your own product.

Offer it as a bonus.
Upload and share it on file sharing
websites like sharecash.org

Please Note, You Do NOT Have Any Right To Edit This E-book.
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Something About Me!
Hello friends, my name is Adam Miller and I am a reputed member on many internet
marketing forums & websites. Today, thousands of people from United Kingdom, USA,
Canada, Australia, South Africa, UAE, Switzerland, Norway, India, Nigeria & Sri Lanka
and many other countries know me for publishing the most realistic internet marketing
e-books & reports. Every week, a lot of new people on the internet become my
students, learn internet marketing from me and start making money successfully. I
never hurry while publishing an e-book. I do research, find new methods & apply them
and if I am successful, I tell others about those methods in my e-books. I write an ebook once in 6 months, but it is always the best one. If you have any doubts regarding
this method or you face any difficulty in implementing this method please email me at
admin@fbwealthformula.com (Direct Link of my Personal Email)

The amount i.e. $97.00 which you have invested in ‘Facebook Wealth Formula’ is
going to be your best investment in your internet marketing business. I am sure that you
will learn awesome stuff out of this e-book. If you are reading this e-book online then I
suggest you to download the e-book on your computer from here and then start
reading it. Reading online will not give you better understanding and hyperlinks in the ebook will not work too. So, it is better to download before you start reading.

If you want to know how many people are making money using Facebook Wealth
Formula, how they rate this method and what is their satisfaction level, then please visit
this page: https://www.fbwealthformula.com/pages/allopt.php If you want to ask a
question regarding this method simply email me at admin@fbwealthformula.com
Thanks
Adam Miller
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Most Important Thing –You Should NOT Ignore!

.

You can ignore everything in this ebook, but you must NOT ignore this. Although, I have
given my email address to you in this PDF and you can contact me over there at any
time but still I strongly recommend that you Search & Join my Telegram Channel Make
Money Through Digital Marketing because Facebook Wealth Formula, which you are
reading is just ONE out of hundreds of methods that I share over there. On this channel,
you get only Genuine and Real information on starting an online business. If you are
really hardworking, then nobody can stop you from making money online. You will be
surprised to see, how many people have started making money online in just 24 hours
after joining my Telegram Channel. If you don’t know what Telegram is, then I would like
to that it is a VERY simple Mobile App like WhatsApp which you can download from
Play Store. After downloading and installing it on your Mobile Phone, visit my channel
over here: https://www.t.me/makemoneydigital and Join me immediately! I will answer
all of your questions over there. Join Now: -->>> https://www.t.me/makemoneydigital
There are many other benefits of Joining me on Telegram:
-

Get genuine and real help on starting a business online.

-

Join hundreds of other subscribers already doing online business.

-

Free Money Making Methods and Money Making Surveys (Instant Payouts)

-

Face to Face talk on how to make money and improve lifestyle (FREE)

-

Free Trial Softwares (Genuine only, no cracks)

-

Free Antivirus Subscriptions for your Computer & Mobiles (Genuine)

-

Jobs like Freelancing etc. (Instant Payments)

Please, Join my Channel, First!
Before, even you read this ebook further, I strongly recommend that you STOP here,
download and install Telegram and Join my Channel and then start reading it again. If
the Link of this Telegram Channel does not work here, please Install Telegram and
Search my Channel “Start Your Business & Make Money Online” and you can join
me over there! Then you can come back here and start reading the eBook again.
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Ok, Guys! As you have got latest version of Facebook Wealth Formula and you might
have checked the authenticity of this method too, so we must start now. You might have
read so many e-books on making money online, but no e-book gives you any guarantee
that you will make money, right? But, here is the most realistic and practical e-book you
have ever read in your life. It is a complete blueprint of making rock solid income
consistently! This is the exact method which I use to make $500 a day from my own
Facebook account! By following this strategy, like hundreds of other users, you can also
reach at $500 a day in just 4 weeks, starting from scratch!

Let’s start now!

Step 1 – Creating a new Facebook Account: Visit www.facebook.com and create a
new Facebook account. If you already have a Facebook account, do NOT use it
because it has your personal friends and it is not going to make you any money. So, I
recommend that you create a second account so that we can add our potential
customers into it. Your new profile shouldn’t look like a fake profile so you should use
your own real name, phone number and other real credentials etc. Facebook may ask
you to verify your new account, so you should be ready with your phone number and
IDs etc. Enter as much information as you can into your profile because people do not
like empty profiles. It would not take more than 5 minutes to setup your Facebook
account. Remember, you have started your journey to make $500 a day within 5
minutes and do not leave it without implementing it completely!

Step 2 – Adding friends to your Facebook Account: After creating your new
Facebook Account, it is the time to add friends to it. You can add maximum 5000 friends
to your Facebook account. Your motive should be to exploit this opportunity as quickly
as you can. This is the most important task. How much money you will make depends
upon the number of friends you have. I will show you how I added 5000 friends in 7
days only but you can start making money as soon as you have only 1000 friends (Just
2 days task).
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Step 3 – Using a tool to add Friends: If you start adding friends manually, you cannot
add 1000 friends even in one year so we will use an ULTIMATE STRATEGY to add
friends really fast! As per this strategy, we will send friend requests in bulk through
email lists. The first thing that is required to send bulk friend requests is a good email
list. You need to find a good email list generator for this purpose. Please note, we are
talking about an email list generator and NOT about an email extractor or email scraper
or email harvester. NEVER use an email extractor, harvester or scraper because you
are going to waste your time because an email extractor will simply harvest email
addresses from the internet and give you the list of collected email addresses. There
are so many problems in using an email extractor, harvester or scraper. First, an email
extractor extracts & collects email addresses from the websites randomly so the number
of email addresses is limited up to the email addresses available on the websites i.e.
just 100, 500 or 1000 email addresses. Second, it will also collect email addresses from
the websites of business firms, companies, lawyers and doctors etc. which are of NO
USE to you. Definitely, you would not like to send a friend request to a doctor, lawyer,
advocate, carpenter or an accounting firm. It can put you in a serious problem. So, do
not even think about collecting email addresses from the internet and using them to
send friend requests. Makes sense?

On the other hand, an email lists generator is different from an email
extractor/harvester/scraper and is more powerful than that. An email lists generator
generates lists of supposed email addresses using common names of the people of the
countries you want to target. These email addresses belong to the general public and
not to the companies, firms or business houses. The best thing is that you can use
different combinations of the names, keywords, domain names and random numbers to
generate the lists of millions of unique email addresses by repeating the task. Using an
email lists generator you can target any market in any country you want. For example,
you can generate lists of email addresses of those people who are interested in making
money, losing weight, poker, credit cards, music, websites, SEO, Twitter or Facebook
applications etc. Not only this, you can also target any country you want e.g. UK, USA,
UK, Canada, Spain, Nigeria, Australia and any other country. I downloaded and tested
different email lists generators, one after another. It took me 2 weeks and I wasted
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around $1325 to find the right tool. Yes, after wasting $1325 and testing different
softwares, I found ‘Acute Email IDs Production Engine’. I found this tool very impressive
because there are two main reasons behind that. First, it is the cheapest one in price
amongst all the tools I tested and rejected. Second, it is user friendly, easy to use &
very effective. The best feature is that it saves email addresses lists in the text file
format (.txt) which is a very important requirement for our method. It is really cheap in
price and you can easily afford it.
I know that I am taking risk by openly recommending a product. You might
think that I want to sell you this software, right? No! This is not a crappy e-book which
contains affiliate links from Clickbank or Commission Junction websites to make sales
and earn commission. I am already making $500 a day, so few more dollars from
affiliate commission would not change my life. I am recommending this software
because I have already tried many other softwares after wasting a lot of time and
money and I do not want you to waste your time and money like I did in searching for
the right tool. Although, I have made a recommendation but you are still free to use any
tool of your choice but if you are going to buy any software other than Acute Email IDs
Production Engine, then please make sure it has following features:
option to generate unlimited email addresses lists
target any country you want
target any niche you want
add random numbers while generating emails
save email lists in text file (.txt)
view and remove email lists
add names into the database
add countries into the database.

To give you a clear idea, I have designed a small image just for your understanding.
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Most Important Thing to Note – Don’t Stop Yourself For Small Things!
Don’t get discouraged if you don’t have a computer or a laptop. You can apply
this method through your Android Phone also, even if you don’t have a computer.
Sometimes, I use this software on my computer and when I don’t have computer,
I get email lists on my Android Phone and use them for my projects. So, even if
you do NOT have a laptop or a computer, simply do not worry. You can still get
email lists on your Android Phone and use them. After buying the software,
simply send email to support@sagawebs.com They will send email lists in text
file (.txt) file to your email. You can download them on your phone and use them.
So, there is no problem in case you don’t have a computer. A sample email
template is given below that you can send to Sagawebs to send email lists to
your phone.
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** Note: You have saved a lot of time and money by just viewing at this image
because I have already done the research for you.

While using email list generator from https://www.sagawebs.com I found that more than
80% of generated email addresses really existed and that was a very good thing.
Means, if you generate a list of 4000 email addresses then 3200 will be real ones and
this is a fantastic figure. You do not need to send emails to these people. Facebook has
a special feature to invite these people.

WARNING MESSAGE
Few scammers are cheating online by promising that they will give you Acute Email IDs
Production Engine at a less price but it is a fraud. Either they will take your money and
will not give you anything or they will give you Acute Email ID software without license
key because the activation is online. You will have to buy Acute Email IDs Production
Engine thereafter again and it will cost you even more money. So just avoid these
scammers as there is no need to take risk. I bought my email list generator i.e. Acute
Email IDs Production Engine from https://www.sagawebs.com who is the genuine and
original seller of this software. So, do not give your money to any scammer or any
other website, simply visit https://www.sagawebs.com to get Acute Email IDs Production
Engine which is the best email list generator that works perfectly.
Step 4 – Generating email lists using Acute Email IDs Production Engine: Using
your email lists generator, generate few email addresses lists and save them in a text
file. The software is very simple and will not take more than 60 seconds to generate
email lists containing thousands of email addresses. Acute Email IDs Production
Engine automatically saves email addresses in the text files (.txt). If you are going to
choose a different email lists generator then make sure that it has this feature because
it is very important.

Generally, the email lists generated through Acute Email IDs

Prouduction Engine contains thousands of real email addresses so your work is just
copying those email addresses and pasting them into a single file. If you are asking
them to send you email lists on email address, then you don’t even need to copy paste
them as they send email lists in text file (.txt) file format already. Now, we can use this
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email list to invite people on Facebook but Facebook does not allow uploading an email
list directly on its platform.
Step 5 – Using a FREE Bulk Friend Request Tool!: Now, as you have email lists of
thousands of people, we can send them friend request to join us on Facebook. Please
note, that before you start using this tool, you should add few friends manually also. But,
do not add too many people manually as FB will start giving you warning. To send bulk
requests you should have 2 things ready.

1. Link of your FB profile
Click on your name in your FB account on home page and you should be able to get the
link to your FB profile. See the pic below:

2. Email lists containing thousands of email addresses: You already have this list
from Acute Email IDs Production Engine. Now, it is the time to use this very precious
list. After getting these two things and adding 5-7 friends visit https://invitemaster.com.
This is an awesome tool for sending friend requests. On this website, you can invite
people to your social networking account by sending friend requests in bulk. Simply
enter your Facebook Profile Link and paste email addresses list and click ‘Send
invitation’ button.
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On the next window, it will show, how many people you are going to send
invitation request. So, just confirm on the next window and it will start invitations
immediately.

After you click the button above, this tool will send friend requests to those who are on
Facebook. Please note that InviteMaster, does NOT send emails. It sends friend
requests only to those who are already on Facebook and can be found using your email
lists.
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Please note, if those people are not on Facebook, then no request would be sent but it
is good, because it does not send emails so no one can accuse you for sending spam
mails, right? Most of the times, this tool does wonders and you get a lot of friends to
your FB account within few hours! Trust me, you have done 60% work and are very
close to $500 a day. So, may I ask one question? Was it difficult…?
Not At All, Right?
If you find it difficult, then simply read again and apply these steps while you are
reading. Remember, your aim is to reach $500 a day and it is not a small amount.

Here’s the recap of all the steps performed till now:
1. Create a new Facebook account. You should use real details while creating your
profile, because FB may ask you to verify the details so if you use fake info, then
you will face a problem while verifying your account. Your profile should look
simple, sober, natural and real.
2. Generate an email list using an email list generator of your choice. I used Acute
Email IDs Production Engine. Do NOT use any email extractor, harvester or a
scraper. You can instantly order it on https://www.sagawebs.com. Always beware
from the scammers who may steal your money in the name of giving you Acute
software at cheaper price, so go straight to https://www.sagawebs.com to buy
genuine copy.
Special Note: Don’t worry, if you don’t have a computer or a laptop. Simply buy
the software and after that send them an email and ask to send you email lists on
your email. They will send email lists to your email and you can download them
and use them on your mobile also. So, no need to install the software anywhere.
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3. Goto InviteMaster.com and paste your profile link and email lists there and send
friend requests in BULK using this FREE tool.

Is it clear? Let’s go further…

Step 6 – Waiting & Repeating the Steps: After sending invitations to one email list you
should wait for 24 hours and then generate another email list from Acute Email IDs
Production Engine or request www.sagawebs.com to send another email list to your
email so that you can do it from your Android Phone also. Just enter new email list on
InviteMaster.com and send more friend requests in bulk and ENJOY!

On first day, I sent invitations to 1800 people and it took just 20 minutes!

Didn’t you find it easy?
Yes! It is a very easy process. Apply this process while reading this e-book, it will make
things a lot easier. Follow this practice only one time a day. It takes only 2 minutes to
generate hundreds of email addresses.

Attention!
Like I said earlier, consider yourself very lucky that you have got your hands on this
method while others are still struggling to make money. Not only this, chances of your
success are high enough because most of the people are lazy and they will not act on
this report or they think that this method will not work for them. By the way, I cannot find
any logic behind such thinking. May be they are too pessimistic or unlucky to be
successful. Anyhow, it is good for you because when only few people will act on this
report, your chances to WIN will be more because of low competition. So, you must
start working on it immediately…

Ok, when I sent invitation to 800 friends on first day, 334 people were already on
Facebook and they got friend requests immediately and the remaining 466 people who
were not on Facebook got invitation to join Facebook via email.
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…Result?

I added 26 friends in 1 hour only.

You know, Facebook activities go viral. When you add a friend, it is displayed on walls
of both of you and a lot of other people notice your profile and because you have a girl
profile, they also want to add you as a friend. Your work is just to accept these
invitations.
See, how many friend requests I got within next 2 hours.

Yes, there were 39 friend requests and my job was just to add them one by one.
Here is the screenshot of huge number of friend requests that I got on the same day I
sent the invitations. As soon as you get friend requests, you can add them as your
friends by clicking ‘Confirm’ button. I have blurred the names of Facebook users to
protect their privacy, as per Facebook “Terms of use”.
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I added all of them as friends and now I had 63 friends in just 3 hours.

After around 8 hours, I checked again and got amazed that I had more than 250
friends in my Facebook account. That was a fantastic figure! Most of the people to
whom I sent friend requests had added me. Means, I got more than 250 Facebook
friends in just one day! That was more than enough for me.
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On 2nd Day, I generated more email addresses using ‘Acute Email IDs Production
Engine’ pasted them on ‘InviteMaster’ and send Bulk Friend Request to all. This time I
invited around 3000 people. Again, those who were already on Facebook got friend
requests on my behalf. At an average, generating email lists and uploading them on
‘InviteMaster’ was taking only few minutes. I was doing this process just ONE time a
day so I was spending only 20-25 minutes daily for this work.
On late evening of 2nd Day, I checked my profile and found that I had
more than 600 friends.

I was taking screenshots every day, because, I was an active member at Digitalpoint
Forum and was sharing my progress in this thread. The forum members were so
excited with the results that they started sharing their Facebook accounts urls and their
personal email addresses to add even more friends, faster. It was against Facebook as
well as Digitalpoint rules so forum moderators had to delete the thread.

Anyhow, now I was getting 70-90 friend requests daily and was adding a lot of
friends every day. I was using a fresh email list everyday to upload on ‘InviteMaster’ as
there is no limit on the number of email lists that you can generate using Acute Email
IDs Production Engine.
I took this screenshot on 3rd Day. Look at the huge jump in the number of friends.
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Day – 3

Actually, Facebook does not allow you to send 20 or more friend requests manually but,
when you invite them through this method, this limit does not apply.
On 5th Day, I had more than 2200 friends.

Now, I was getting thousands of likes for whatever I was sharing. Just have a look at
this screenshot.

These “Likes” are for some images that I shared on my profile page, I had not created
any Facebook page yet. You can share any item in which everyone is interested like
images of Apple iPhone, Beautiful Cars, Romantic Quotes etc. etc.

See another picture of immense amount of “Likes”
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Day-6 - Ultimate Growth Day!

Hurray! This was the 7

th

Day & I achieved the target of adding 5000 friends.

As you saw on the previous page, that I reached at 5000 friends in just 7 days but still,
there were a lot of pending friend requests and when I tried to confirm them I got this
message.

Like I already mentioned that maximum number of friends which you can add is 5000
but you do not need to add 5000 friends and you can start making money as soon
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as you have 1000 friends. So after I reached this number of friends, people could not
send me friend requests anymore. If someone would send me a friend request he will
see the following error message:

When you have 4000-5000 friends, you get immense exposure to anything you post.
Look, I got 695 likes in just 20 minutes to a simple message I posted on my FB profile.

See, how many friends in my profile have birthday on same day, because I had a large
number of friends, so there were a lot of birthdays on same day.

Once you reach at this level, your 80% work is complete! I added 5000 friends in just 7
days, but you need only 1000 friends to make money so it can be completed only in 2
days ;)

Here is a quick summary of adding 5000 friends in 7 days only!
1. Visit www.facebook.com and create a new Facebook account.
2. Get a good email list generator. I use Acute Email IDs Production Engine from
https://www.sagawebs.com but in case you are using another email lists
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generator then make sure it has the option to generate unlimited email lists and
saving them in text files.
3. Copy email addresses from text file saved by Acute Email IDs Production Engine
and paste them into https://invitemaster.com along with your profile link and send
‘Bulk Friend Requests’.
4. Do this process just one time a day and you will get 5000 friends in just 7 days
and this is my ‘Personal Guarantee!!!!’

Best Advice That You Can Ever Get!
As you have seen that it is too easy to add 5000 friends to your FB Account
with the help of Acute Email IDs Production Engine and InviteMaster. Still,
if you think that it is difficult, then you should start doing this wonderful
activity while reading this eBook. That means, starting & completing the
tasks while reading the eBook. Go for step 1 and once it is completed, read
and complete step 2 and so on. In that way, the time you will finish reading
this eBook, you might have added significant number of FB friends to your
account.
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Step 7: Creating a Facebook Page - No Investment Required!
In order to make money from your Facebook account you must have a Facebook page.
As soon as you have just 1000 friends, you can create a Facebook page and start
making money from the same day and within 20 minutes usually!. That means, if you
start today, you can start making money within 4 days. (Adding 1000 friends takes 3
days only and you can create a Facebook page and start making money from 4th day).
Although, it will be $90 - $100/day in the beginning but within just 4 weeks you will reach
at $500/day. But even $100/day in just 4 days is a BIG achievement! Isn’t

it?

Let’s understand it this way
You start on

Monday

You will achieve
1000 Facebook
friends on
Wednesday

Create Facebook page
and start making at
least $100/day from
Thursday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Wednesday

Friday

Saturday

Thursday

Saturday

Sunday

Friday

Sunday

Monday

Saturday

Monday

Tuesday

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday

You can create a Facebook page on anything you want. It may be about a particular
subject you like for example a celebrity, computers, mobiles, laptops, games, dating
sites, matrimonial, weight loss, health tips or anything. All you need is a Facebook
account and if you have a Facebook account with 1000 friends (which is very easy with
email list generator), then you have gold in your hands!

After creating a Facebook page, you can start making money from the
same day. You will start selling products and earning commissions from your fan page
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from VERY FIRST DAY and this is my promise. Not only this, as the
number of ‘Likes’ for your fan page increases, you will get even more ‘Likes’
automatically at a rapid speed and you will make more money every day on complete
autopilot!

Most Important Lesson - Remember
Before creating a fan page, you must have at least 1000 friends. That does not mean
that you cannot create a fan page without having 1000 friends but if you create a fan
page before having 1000 friends, then your page will not get enough exposure and it will
be difficult to earn money from it. On the other hand, you should not move to next step
until you have 1000 Friends on your NEW Facebook Account. Don’t commit this
mistake!!

Let's move to the next step...
How To Create A Page That Brings Avalanche Of Money To You!
First of all, visit http://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php to start creating a page,
choose “Cause or Community” as page type and fill in all the possible details into your
fan page.
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Add an attractive image to your page to gain more attention. If you want to create a
picture yourself then you can visit Google Images to get an idea. If you find anything
incomplete in your fan page then complete it first before asking your friends to join it.
Besides it, your page should have an attractive and meaningful name which is related to
the type of product you can easily sell.

For example, if you are interested in selling a product about “weight loss” then the title
of your page can be any of the following:
•

Stay fit by losing a bit – Get free weight loss tips every day

•

Lose weight quickly – free daily diet info

•

Fast results – Ultimate weight loss tips

After your page is complete in all respects, it is the time to make money :)

How to start making money without having any website or a product?
Because you do not have a website or a product to sell, so we will take help of
Clickbank. Clickbank.com is a digital marketplace where thousands of products are sold
every day. It is one of the most popular website for those people who want to make
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money online without any website or a product. It is completely free to join. Clickbank is
that website where hundreds of informative products like eBooks, softwares and the
membership sites are sold every day.
There’re 3 types of people who use Clickbank:
1. Vendors – Those who create & sell the products like eBooks, softwares,
memberships & courses on Clickbank. They are the sellers actually. Generally,
the products sold on Clickbank are downloadable.
2. Customers - Those who buy the products from Clickbank website.
3. Affiliates – Those who spread the links of these Clickbank products on the
internet to let people know about these products. When someone clicks on an
affiliate link and buy the product, then affiliates earn commissions. Means, an
affiliate is a middleman between customer and vendor (seller) and sends the
customers to seller’s website through his affiliate link to earn commission on
every sale.

Note: You are going to work as an affiliate in this system.
Your work is just posting affiliate links of Clickbank products on your
Facebook page and sending the customers to seller’s website. You
will earn commission as soon as someone buys something after
clicking on your link.
Now, I will tell you how to make $500/day by working as Clickbank “affiliate” and using
your Facebook page. You will get this money transferred to your bank account
whenever you want. Your work is just posting the links of Clickbank products on
Facebook. When someone clicks on your link and buy any product, you will earn
commission. The commissions on the products are really high and ranges from 50% 85% of price of the product. That means, if you post a link to a $50 product and
commission is 60% then you will get $30 for just ONE SALE!
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You do not have to do anything as your work is just sending the customers
to vendor’s product website, that’s it! As soon as a sale is done through your link, the
commission will be credited to your account and you can withdraw it whenever you
want. Clickbank pays commissions via bank cheque or direct bank transfer. You can
choose the option in your account. But you can enter your bank account details in your
Clickbank account only after you have earned $100 in commission.
IMPORTANT: Before, you create your Clickbank account, make sure that you
have atleast 1000 FB friends in your new FB account, because they will ask you a
website address and you can enter your FB Page address there. If they find that
you do not have any friends in your profile or no likes on your FB page, then they
may reject your application.
After you have added 1000 friends, Just visit at www.clickbank.com and create a free
account. Fill in all the required details in your account to complete it in all respects.

A Secret Tip
In case you don’t find your country name in the signup form on Clickbank, then do not
worry. For example, if you are from Nigeria then you will not find “Nigeria” as an option
in the list of countries, but still you can create account on Clickbank and earn very huge
commissions. If your country is not there, then simply signing up on Clickbank, enter
any fake address and choose any country like USA. Then, after you have earned $100
in your Clickbank account, you can enter your bank account details there and money
will be transferred to your bank account and it does not matter in which country you are
located. They will ask you just your Bank Name, Bank Account Number and Bank
Branch Code (Mentioned on your bank cheque book) and you will start receiving money
in your bank account even if you are from a country that is not in Clickbank’s list. Now,
please do not share this tip with others. ☺☺☺
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Step 8: Generating your affiliate link:
After logging into your Clickbank account you can start making money instantly. Simply
visit this link: https://accounts.clickbank.com/account/marketplace.htm This is the
marketplace of the Clickbank where you can see all the products being sold on
Clickbank. At this page, you will see an option to find the products:

Enter any keyword to find the products according to your taste. For example, if you can
sell products related to “Weight Loss” then enter “weight loss” as your keyword and if
your interest is in “Forex” then enter “Forex” to find the products. After entering the
keyword, you will get a list of lot of products. There’s a button saying “Promote” in front
of each of the product like shown below. Click on the “Promote” button in front of that
product which you choose to promote. You must read this article which tells how to
choose the best products to promote. But do not make it so hard, just choose any
product whose price, commissions and the website appeals you. Here is one of the
average product available on Clickbank which offers $50 commission per sale.

On my website https://www.fbwealthformula.com/ you will see there are thousands of
products who are giving $600-$800 commissions per sale. When you click
“Promote”, a popup window will appear. In the popup window, enter your Clickbank
Nickname and click “Create” to generate the affiliate link of that product. Nickname is
generally the username of your Clickbank account and is automatically entered
while generating affiliate link.
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In the next window the HopLink (affiliate link) will appear in the first field and HTML code
in the second field. Copy the HopLink URL from the first field. You do NOT need the
HTML code. That’s it!

“Hoplink” or “affiliate link” is the same thing

Congratulations! Now you have your own affiliate link or hoplink. This hoplink has a
Tracking ID linked to your Clickbank account. Now when a visitor clicks on your hoplink,
he will be redirected to the website of that product which you selected to promote and if
the visitor makes a purchase, you will earn commission.

Testing your hoplink (affiliate link): It is important to check your hoplink (or affiliate
link), before you proceed further. To test, if your Hoplink (or affiliate link) is working
accurately or not, paste the HopLink into internet browser (Internet Explorer, Chrome,
Firefox etc.) address bar and hit Enter. The HopLink will take you to the product
website. Read the sales page and, just for testing purpose, click something like
“Purchase Now/Buy Now/Download Now” etc. on that page, just like you are a buyer.
You will see the order form page. Scroll down to the bottom of the order page like
shown in the image below.
1. If your affiliate link is working properly, you should see: [affiliate = yournickname]
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2. If your affiliate link is not working properly, you will see: [affiliate = none]
Below shown picture shows a working affiliate link in which username of a Clickbank
affiliate is showing up.

Now, you have your hoplink ready and we need people who click on your link and buy
the product. Remember, the more clicks you get, the more sales will be there and more
commissions you will earn. Never post any HopLink on your Facebook wall otherwise
you will be blocked by Facebook and your account will be deleted. You can post
Clickbank HopLinks only on a Facebook page created by you.

Now, let’s start earning money with your first post
You already have a Facebook page, it is the time to post “Status” and tell your friends
about it. “Status” is a message that you want to share with your fans. I promote “Weight
Loss” products. Every day, I post a free tip on losing weight + affiliate link (hoplink) as a
“Status”. I find new tips every day from the internet and post them on my page with my
Clickbank affiliate link. Here’s an example of an ideal “Status”:
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Hurray! As soon as I made this post on my page, right within 20
minutes, I made my first $100 in Commissions! Yes, guys! Right
within 20 minutes, I was able to make first $100 in commissions via
Clickbank with 53 impressions, 3 sales @ $37.5 commission per sale!
But let me tell you another secret of making even more money, actually HUGE Amount
of money!!! Here you go ->> After posting a status update, click “Build Audience” button
on your page and then click on “Invite Friends” option.

It will open a widget “Invite Friends” on your fan page. In that widget Facebook shows
all of your 5000 friends and there is a button ‘Invite’ in front of the name of every friend.
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Once you click “Invite” button in front of your friend name, Facebook will send invitation
to your friend to join your fan page. Unfortunately, Facebook does not allow inviting all
the friends in one go. So, you can invite them only one by one and it makes it a time
consuming task. But remember, once you have invited all of your friends, you will get a
lot of clicks on your affiliate link and will earn a lot of commission in a really short period
of time. If you cannot finish inviting all the friends in one day or in one sitting then no
problem! You can invite the remaining friends on another day and so on. Remember,
the more friends you invite the more money you will be making so do not be lazy in
inviting the friends. Once someone “Likes” your page, he starts getting updates about
your fan page on his wall, automatically. Means, your fans will get notification every time
you post something on your page.

How to make your fan page go viral!
Tip 1: Keep posting newer things on your wall about your fan page. Ask people to join
your fan page to get free tips in your niche. Repeat this process few times a day and
you will be amazed on seeing the tremendous growth.
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Tip 2: Use ‘Discussion’ tab on your page to start discussions on your topic like ‘weight
loss’ in my case. People like conversations and sharing ideas. Give them some tips and
they will share their tips too. This is really simple, just like chatting on your Yahoo
messenger or any other discussion forum. You will also have administrative rights of
your fan page, so enjoy it!

May I Tell You Again?
Like I said earlier that you can start making money within 20 minutes after you’ve setup
everything! In 2 days you can add 1000 friends. On 3rd Day, you can create a fan page
and post something with your affiliate link and on 4th Day, you can invite your friends to
your fan page and within 20 minutes you will be earning your First Dollar!. As they will
read your post and like to know more, they will definitely click on your affiliate link and
will buy something from the website you are promoting. If you are really feeling excited
then don’t forget that you must join my Telegram Channel “Make Money Through Digital
Marketing”, following this link: https://www.t.me/makemoneydigital

As soon as I had 1000 friends, I started inviting friends to my fan page. It took me 7
days to add 5000 friends but on the other hand, I was also inviting my FB friends to my
page. I finished inviting 5000 friends in 10 days, but you can do this task in just 1 day,
because you can start inviting them as soon as you have 1000 friends. When I finished
inviting all of my 5000 friends on 10th day midnight, I went to the bed feeling tired and
sleepy. When I checked my Facebook account on 11th day (next day) noon, I got a big
surprise! I saw that 533 users liked my fan page and it was a huge response.
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When one of your friends “Like” your page, it is posted on his wall. Some of his friends
may also like to visit your page and “Like” it and then their friends & so on… Your work
is just to wait and watch now! So, when on first day, 533 users liked my fan page, it was
posted on their walls and you can imagine how much exposure my fan page got on the
same day.
Day - 12 - Next day, when I checked the stats, I almost jumped in the air! See the viral
growth! It is RAPID!

Day-13 – More than 100% increase in “Likes”.

Day-14 (A day of tremendous growth, this is how Facebook works in a viral way)

Day-17

Day-19
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Day-22

Day-24

Day-26

Day-28

On 29th Day, I had more than 50000 Fans – 2nd Target Achieved!!
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Remember: You must have minimum 1000 friends to share your page otherwise,
your page will not be popular. Your first target should be to add at least 1000 friends to
your FB account. This is totally easy and can be achieved in just 48 hours like I showed
you. I showed you that 50,000 “Likes” can be gained in just 30 days but you do not need
to get 50,000 “Likes” to make money because you will start making money even when
you have just 200 “Likes”.

Remember: As soon as you have 1000 FB friends and Just
200 ‘Likes’ you will start making money.
How many posts & how much effective they are?
Just 2-3 posts a day will be enough. It shouldn’t take more than 25-30 minutes a day. I
post health tips, weight loss tips, diet information with my Clickbank affiliate links as
status updates. You should encourage your fans to click on your affiliate link to get more
information about the products.

Let me show you the stats of my fan page that only
administrator of the page can view.
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Let me show you the screenshot of the dashboard,
only the administrator can view it.

By viewing these images, you can get idea about the traffic that I am receiving and the
number of clicks which I am getting on my affiliate links. The more “Likes” means more
traffic and more traffic means more click and sales.
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May I show you another screenshot of ultimate exposure that I am getting from my
Facebook page. One day, I made a post about a unique product and you can see how
many people viewed and liked my “Status” and how many people on Facebook shared
it with others. That is totally INSANE! On that day
link and made $1148

I got 1022 hits on my affiliate

on the same day!

Lets Calculate Your Earning
Now suppose, you are too bad in writing posts and most of the people ignore your
posts. But still if only 1% of your fans click on your affiliate link and make purchases
(this is minimum), then you will get at least 2 sales a day, and this is just the beginning.
With the passage of time, you will get more friends, more likes and more sales.

200 fans X 1% = 2 sales a day - This is just the beginning
What if you have 50,000 “Likes” like I have?
The figures I showed you are really easy to achieve and we’ve taken everything at its
minimum. For example, getting 1000 FB friends is really easy with the help of a good
email list generator like Acute Email IDs Production Engine. Once you have 1000
friends then having 200 “Likes” is too easy and just a childish game. Having 200 Likes
means you can start making money because if only 1% people read and purchase the
items from your affiliate links then you will start getting 2 sales a day.
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Let Me Show You My Latest March 2020
Clickbank Earnings For The Current Week!!
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Best Thing About Clickbank!
The best thing about Clickbank is that it pays you through online bank transfer. If you do
not have a bank account, then you can get a bank account by going to a nearby bank
where you live. As soon as you earn $100 in your Clickbank account, you can enter
your bank details and Clickbank will send your earnings to your bank account and
thereafter whenever your earnings level reaches at $100 it will be transferred to your
bank account, automatically!

I remain too busy in my other online businesses and internet marketing campaigns, so I
do not get time to post 2-3 updates daily. I usually post only 3-4 posts in a week and I
manage to get around 20 sales a day because I keep getting traffic from previous posts
too. I usually promote products which give commission of $20-$30 per sale, so I make
$500/day really easy. You will not believe to make $500/day I do not have to do
ANYTHING except posting some updates on my fan page. This is 100% autopilot!
I feel so safe about my family, life and the future because this is 100% secure and
surefire way of making money from your Facebook account without any investment,
website or a product. In the beginning, you will have easy 2-3 sales a day which will
make you around $50-$60 a day but soon you will have more friends, more fans and
more clicks on your affiliate links. You can reach $500/day in just 4 weeks, like I showed
you. Just imagine, how your life will change if you start making $500/day with just 30
minutes a day.
Here are some of the other products which will sell easily on Facebook. Because
majority of the Facebook users are 20-40 years old, so you can sell anything amongst
the following:
-

Weight Loss (Hot niche)

-

Games, Music and MP3 (Hot niche)

-

Acne Treatment (Hot niche)

-

Dating offers (Hot niche)

-

Pregnancy control

-

Teen parenting
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-

Facebook applications

-

Surveys etc.

-

Mobile ringtones etc. (Hot niche)

A True Short Story
Few weeks back, my sister in law asked me to recommend her a good method to make
money online and I gave her a copy of Facebook Wealth Formula. She applied it and
added 1200 FB fans in just 4 days and now she is simply offering Clickbank products to
her Facebook friends & fans and Guess what? She’s making more than $150 a day in
commissions and it is without any website and own product.

There are a lot of opportunities to make money with Facebook. Once you
have got around 1000 friends, you can offer them surveys to complete, sell your own
product, direct Facebook traffic to your website or blog, you can offer them “Email
Submit” offers and much more and you can make a lot of cash with your FB friends. The
main thing is adding friends to your account which can be easily done with an email list
generator. There are a lot of websites who pay you for just sending visitors to their
websites and having them fill a simple online form or just submitting their email
addresses on the website. Always remember, once you have added 1000 friends then
there is GOLD in your hands and you just need to monetize that traffic. Your top most
task should be to add 1000 friends in your FB account and that can be done in just 2
days. Thereafter you can start making money really simple by just monetizing Facebook
traffic.
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Here Is The Guarantee Of Your Success
– You Would Not Believe –
You would not believe but if you follow the below mentioned strategy then it is
guaranteed that you will be successful in making money from Facebook. I do not want
you to just read this e-book and close it. I want you to become successful in making
money with your Facebook account, so, I am going to help you even further. If you are
really

determined

about

changing

your

life,

then

just

email

me

at

admin@fbwealthformula.com with the subject: I am ready to implement FWF
In the email body, you can write anything that you want to discuss.
Please note, before sending email, you must make sure that you have completed two
simple tasks so that I can be sure that you are really determined about making money
and not wasting my time.
Task 1: You must have created a new Facebook account. Your existing FB account will
not work and it does not matter how many friends you have. So, you must have a new
FB account.
Task 2: You must have bought Acute Email IDs Production Engine from
https://www.sagawebs.com or any other good email list generator which works like
Acute. Even if you don’t have a computer, simply buy it and ask them to send emails to
your email address, so that you can download them on your phone to use them further.
As soon as you complete these simple tasks, send me an email immediately at
admin@fbwealthformula.com with subject line: I am ready to implement FWF
(I f you do not have any question then there is no need to send any email and you can
start implementing strategy immediately.)
Trust me, as soon as I get your email I will tell you about those Clickbank products
which you can promote on your Facebook account and can earn $100 in just 48 hours –
my personal guarantee!
If you are not willing to write an email, then simply join my Channel “Start
Your Business & Make Money Online” and I will answer all of your questions over
there. I will answer all of your questions there: https://t.me/startonlinebusiness
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This Method Is Working Perfectly – Check Yourself
For the convenience of my readers, I check and implement this method
regularly on fresh Facebook accounts and keep verifying the working of this
method on regular intervals. You can also confirm that I checked it just 2
days back and found that this method is working perfectly and is earning a
lot of money for the users. Click on this link to check the results I got just 2
days back. This link will show you the date of last verification and will tell
you how perfectly this method is working.
Check here --->>> https://www.fbwealthformula.com/checknow/verify.php
A lot of people after reading “Facebook Wealth Formula” are making more than $100 a
day in their first week. Click here to see, how many people from UK, USA, Canada,
Australia, Africa, Nigeria, India and Sri Lanka and many other countries are making
money with Facebook Wealth Formula. I have spent a really long time to develop this
perfect system which guarantees that you will be making $500 a day within 4 weeks. I
do not want you to just read and close this e-book. My purpose is not to just ‘sell’ you
this guide and earn $97.00. I want to make you successful in making money with this
perfect system, so that you tell others too about this eBook. If you really want to make
money, then just reading this report is not enough, you will have to ‘take action’. Most of
the people do not make any money because they just read, read & read but do not take
any action. So, do yourself a favor, do not let this opportunity go…

TAKE ACTION NOW!
It is Time To Make Money
& Show The World Who You Are!!!
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INSTANT ACTION PLAN TO START RIGHT NOW!
Day 1
Start right now and download all the important and necessary items, right away.
A. Create your Facebook account and complete your profile accordingly as
mentioned in this e-book earlier.
B. Buy Acute Email IDs Production Engine from https://www.sagawebs.com,
download it and get used to it. Check how email lists generator works and how to
generate and save email lists on your computer. If you don’t have a computer,
even then, simply buy their software from their website and send them email that
you want email lists to be delivered to your email so that you can use them on
your phone.
C. Send me an email (admin@fbwealthformula.com) with subject: “I am ready to
implement FWF”. No need to send email if you can implement FWF yourself
and you do not have any question. You can master it, trust me!

Day 2
After creating account on Facebook and buying email list generator, you will follow
these simple steps on Day 2:
D. Goto InviteMaster.com and start using your email lists there to invite friends to
your FB account.
E. Keep accepting new friends and sending new friend requests using InviteMaster
and Acute Email IDs Production Engine.
F. I will tell you some very popular and easy to sell Clickbank products, which will
make you quick money! Simply create Clickbank account and start promoting
those products.

Day 3
After you have everything set and ready, start implementing this method full time
without any delay. Read all the steps of this e-book again and try to apply them while
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you are reading. If you follow this method in the same manner as I have described then
I am sure, you will start making money within 20 minutes after setting everything up! it is
my

personal

guarantee!

In

case

you

have

any

doubt,

contact

me

at

admin@fbwealthformula.com

Here Is An Alternative Plan You Must Know
Now, you’ve read whole ebook and are ready to implement this amazing method. I am
quite sure that you can make $500 a day very easily through this blueprint. But I always
give an alternative plan to my readers. That means, if FB Wealth Formula doesn’t work
for you, only then you should adopt this plan. Okay? So, let’s talk about this alternative
plan. There is only 1% chance that you will fail while implementing FB Wealth Formula
but if it happens, then you can adopt this alternative plan. So, here is the plan:In case you don’t become successful in implementing FB Wealth Formula even
then you can make $1000 a month by selling this ebook (i.e. FB Wealth Formula) that
you are reading here. I give you 100% reseller rights on this ebook and if you sell this
ebook, then you can keep 100% of the amount and I don’t want anything from you. My
only benefit is that, I will be getting more subscribers to my email list if you sell more
copies. Now, you might be interested to know how to sell this ebook. It is very simple!
There are many subscribers who are making $1000 a month selling just few copies of
this ebook daily. I have made a dedicated website for all of my subscribers who want to
make money selling this ebook. Complete information on how to sell this ebook and
make $1000 a month is available on this page and you must read this before you start
selling the ebook -->> : https://myfbincome.com/reseller.php All the information on how
to sell the ebook is available on this page. Trust me guys, if you read and follow the
simple tips on this page https://myfbincome.com/reseller.php then you can start your
very own business of selling this ebook and become a SUPER reseller and make $1000
a month very easily but first, always try to implement ‘FB Wealth Formula’ because
$500 a day is always more than $1000 a month ☺ ☺ ☺

Start Selling eBook Now
All The Best!!!
Adam Miller
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Have You Joined Me on Telegram?
Like I told you earlier, you can ignore everything in this ebook, but you must NOT ignore
this. Although, I have given my email address to you in this PDF and you can contact
me over there at any time but still I strongly recommend that you Search & Join my
Telegram Channel Make Money Through Digital Marketing because Facebook
Wealth Formula, which you are reading is just ONE out of hundreds of methods that I
share over there. On this channel, you get only Genuine and Real information on
starting an online business. If you are really hardworking, then nobody can stop you
from making money online. You will be surprised to see, how many people have started
making money online in just 24 hours after joining my Telegram Channel. If you don’t
know what Telegram is, then I would like to that it is a VERY simple Mobile App like
WhatsApp which you can download from Play Store. After downloading and installing it
on your Mobile Phone, visit my channel over here: https://www.t.me/makemoneydigital
and Join me immediately!

There are many other benefits of Joining me on Telegram:
-

Get genuine and real help on starting a business online.

-

Join hundreds of other subscribers already doing online business.

-

Free Money Making Methods and Money Making Surveys (Instant Payouts)

-

Face to Face talk on how to make money and improve lifestyle (FREE)

-

Free Trial Softwares (Genuine only, no cracks)

-

Free Antivirus Subscriptions for your Computer & Mobiles (Genuine)

-

Jobs like Freelancing etc. (Instant Payments)

Please, Join my Channel, NOW!
I strongly recommend that you download and install Telegram, then click on this link ->> Join my Channel and join my Telegram Channel immediately! If the link to this
Telegram Channel does not work here, please Install Telegram and Search my Channel
“Start Your Business & Make Money Online” and I will answer all of your questions
over there! Join Now: -- >> https://www.t.me/makemoneydigital
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